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This afternoon I went down out of the heat and glare of the
summer day into the cool green shades of the Happy Valley.
Tiience I went on up the opposite slope of the green hill through the
beautiful meadows to Langley Fitzurse. As I mounted the slope
there were lovely glimpses of the far blue hills and chalk downs seen
through the tops of the luxuriant elms of the Happy Valley, which
lay beneath me, a sea of rich bright green foliage. To me this was
aD enchanted ground for Ettie's dear sake. I came into a long narrow
meadow sloping down from Langley Ridge at its head to the Happy
Valley at its foot. In this meadow, about halfway down the slope,
grew three beautiful elms all a-row and lower still a solitary tree in
the midst of the meadow. In a sweet day-dream I seemed to sec the
white frocks of three girls sitting on the grass and nestling under the
shadow of the elms in the sultry midsummer afternoon. I knew
them and amongst them shone like stars the one pair of dark eyes
that once were all the world to me, and again I saw that rare sweet
smile provoked by love's caresses and the glimmer of those white
and pearly teeth as the sweet ros6bud lips pouted and parted for an
instant like a swift and sudden sunburst, quickly passing, for those
rosy sister lips were so fond of kissing each other that they could
not be kept asunder long.
At the top of the long green meadow near the double-roofed
grey house with red chimney stacks which stands upon Langley
Ridge between the dark cypresses and green poplar spires, there
grew two large holly bushes and amongst the dark green glossy
leaves of one holly thicket had twined a slender graceful trailing
spray of wild briar rose spreading its arms abroad, over-arching,
and swinging to and fro in the soft summer air and bright sunshine.
The spray was starred with blossoms, not the pale pink or white
flowers, but roses of a deep rich red fit to twine round Ettie's lovely
brow or wreathe in her dark clustering curls. But, alas, it would
have been a crown of thorns.
[Kilvert visits London.]
Saturday; 24 June
Midsummer Day, and the cuckoo singing from Gipsy Hill.
Walked to sweet green Dulwich and visited the picture gallery.
Rembrandt's immortal servant girl still leaned on her round white
arms a-smiling from the window as she has leaned and smiled for

